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North & East Coast Region Inshore Fisheries Group  

Outcome report for the online questionnaire about static gear issues  

This report records the outcome of an online questionnaire conducted between 4th 

December 2018 to 5th January 2019 provided for commercial inshore fishermen working 

static gear within 0-6nm from the north and east coasts of Scotland. 

Call to Action: 

An action (Action 1), was taken at the NECRIFG meeting of 24th August 2018 to investigate 

the need for mandatory measures banning berried hen lobsters being landed.  

Chairman Iain Maddox sought feedback from the other RIFG Chairs and the NECRIFG Static 

Gear Work Group. It was noted that other related issues had been discussed in various 

meetings previously but no formal proposals had been received, or recommendations 

made, due to the lack of informed discussion and consensus.  

It was decided that if we were needing the wider community view on landing berried hen 

lobsters or not, it was sensible to include other outstanding problems/issues too. 

Acccordingly, the problems people were suggesting were an issue were articulated in a brief 

statement and a question added whether a management measure was required - either yes 

or no and comments were invited.  

This questionnaire was tested at three open fishermen’s meetings held in Eyemouth, 

Peterhead and Whitehills. The feedback received was that the problems had been 

articulated correctly and the question being asked was relevant to the problem.  

The questionnaire went live online using Google Forms on 4th December 2018 and was 

broadcast via email plus a poster sent to Fishery Officers throughout the region and a news 

item on Find-a-Fishing-Boat.com. On request, the close date was extended from 28th 

December to 5th January 2019. The questionnaire is now closed.  

The questionnaire: 

Listed below in itallics is what the respondee saw online starting with an overview of the 

process followed by the problems put in focus then the questions and comments.  

By using Windows/shift/S a screenshot of the Google Forms collated answers was captured. 

There had been three duplicated responses which were deleted to avoid skewing the 

outcome.  

A total of 67 individual responses were recorded:-  

Questionnaire for static gear fishermen operating off the North and East coast of Scotland to 

inform the North & East Coast Region, Inshore Fisheries Group (NECRIFG) 

This is a questionnaire for commercial inshore fishermen (working or retired), working static 

gear within 0-6nm from the north and east coasts of Scotland. Responses will be collated in 
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to a comprehensive report for the NECRIFG Management Committee to discuss at our next 

meeting on 18th January 2019.  

Having direct feedback from static gear fishermen will help us to make informed decisions 

and recommend actions to Scottish Ministers and Marine Scotland. Where action is 

recommended, this may include voluntary arrangements, technical management measures 

or legislation as appropriate. Where action is not recommended, more investigation may be 

required and the process repeated to arrive at a consensus. There is no right of veto.  

PARLOUR CREELS – Some fishermen have lobbied that parlour creels trap undersize animals 

and escape panels should be mandatory. 

SOAK TIMES - Some fishermen have lobbied that soak times should be restricted suggesting 

animals are being wasted.  

UNWORKED CREELS - Some fishermen have lobbied that unworked/unbaited creels must be 

lifted so they cannot continue to fish unattended, which is wasteful. Others consider this a 

ploy by full time fishermen to displace part time fishermen.  

CREEL NUMBERS -  Some fishermen have lobbied that their fishery is saturated with creels 

risking over fishing and creating spatial conflict between static gear fishermen.  

LOCAL FISHERY MANAGEMENT - Some fishermen have lobbied for local controls of their 

fishery depending upon factors such as boat size, Kw, season and fishing method to help 

manage stocks and address conflict situations.  

BERRIED HEN LOBSTERS - Some fishermen have lobbied that berried hen lobsters must be v-

notched to conserve stocks, whilst some fishermen suggest it is only necessary not to land 

red berried hen lobsters. 

ILLEGAL ACTIVITY - Stories abound of widespread illegal activity such as unlicensed 

fishermen landing directly to merchants or via licensed fishermen or selling direct to hotels 

and restaurants. Or, that undersized catch is being sold or berried hens lobsters scrubbed or 

creels are being worked that are less than the legal mesh size. Or, vessels are longer or 

higher Kw than their licence. However, this view is not supported by the very few complaints 

received by Marine Scotland Compliance dedicated complaints hotline 0131 271 9700 or by 

email to ukfmc@gov.scot and without intelligence they cannot target offenders.  

This questionnaire closes FRIDAY 28th DECEMBER 2018. By responding, you are consenting 

under the General Data Protection Regulation for your answers and any additional 

comments, but not your name, to be collated in to report for NECRIFG, which will then be 

published on our website http://ifgs.org.uk/rifg_nec/ by the end of January 2019. 

Question 1: What is your full name, your vessel name & PNN? (Will be verified)  
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The outcome: 
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Comments: 

For sure there should be a cap on the amount if creels used by fishermen also more checks 
should be undertaken by marine Scotland regarding the size of the shellfish being landed I 
also think the fishermen should be better consulted prior to planning for offshore wind farm 
sites  
ESCAPE PANELS LET SIZE VELVETS ESCAPE AND DAMAGE JUVINILE LOBSTERS 
Part-timer landing under size lobsters last few years reported it to local fishery office also 
buyer new about the undersize being landed but opted to do nothing, first time fishery 
came down said he's allowed to have 5% undersize without being charged find that very 
strange as they caught him red handed in front of fellow fishermen needs to be more 
stricter as that won't stop them the way it is just now.  
n/a 
Escape hatches don't work for inshore fishermen because you can't catch velvet crab with 
them in, fishing shouldn't be regulated by engine size because it's nothing to do with creel 
fishing if anything it helps for safety because you can get back to harbour faster if the 
weather breaks. Berried lobster shouldn't be landed anywhere not different from one area 
to another. It would be very difficult to monitor creel numbers 
With the min landing size going up in this area where there are not so many larger lobsters 
there is no doubt that many more undersized will be landed. 
No comment 
escape panels on parlours will destroy a velvet fishery 
No escape panels in areas where there is a velvet fishery 
One main factor is funeral undertakes, electrician, joiners, plumbers, offshore workers are 
using the industry as a second income, although they all have high paying jobs, all of them 
have there own businesses running. There is huge pressure on stocks and industry and how 
could there not be. These boats only fish there creels after they finish there main job, and if 
the weather is adverse they may lay for a week or so soaking. Whilst the men who are at the 
job full time are struggling to catch as ground are all taken up by creels from these boats 
which are not hauled and move around on a daily basis. We cannot make good money to 
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invest in finding new sustainable fisheries as most of the stock is getting soaked up by part 
time gear.  
Important is that undersized lobsters are not landed, maybe up min size 
No point in releasing berried lobster if scallop and squid boats are decimating the brood 
stock. Part time fishermen should not be allowed to hog up ground leaving the gear for 3 
weeks at a time while working offshore. Gross overfishing in the Arbroath area with large 12 
m boats deploying thousands of creels and impacting on the small vessels in the fleet.  
Gear limitation should be priority, and a sustainable way to fish for future generations.  
The unworked creel question seems stupid because in my experience in the north east , the 
only unworked creels are the ones towed and dumped by scallop dredgers . I have had over 
70 towed so far this year alone .i never have or would leave creels on the sea bottom that I 
don’t fish . I also note that the spatial management Question mentions other creel boats or 
numbers but makes no mention of mobile boats .Surely any one with any knowledge or 
experience of fishing in 0-6 miles on the north east coast would know that the spatial 
management problem is not with other static boats , but rather with the mobile boats. 
Rather than restrict the ability of static boats to make a profit by throttling their Earning 
capacity by limiting creel numbers or days etc ,it would make more sense surely to restrict 
the number of boats coming into the job.. It would make sense to have several viable boats 
that can make enough to pay a reasonable wage rather than more and more boats coming 
into the job and running at a loss . I think the creel boats wouldn’t remain viable if they were 
restricted. Regarding the soak times , for the last few weeks and looking into next week , it is 
not possible for safety’s sake to haul gear more than once or twice a week. Some years the 
boats can’t get out in winter for 3 weeks solid. It would be unworkable to put a restriction 
on soak times . With creels costing 70-95 pounds apiece plus ropes , spinners etc , boats 
generally use no more creels than they can turn over . I would question who would ask for 
caps on soak times and their motives , I would certainly doubt if it were active static 
fishermen. More likely , someone who would then try to ‘prove’ the need for less creels and 
therefore more grounds for themselves. Why not ban the landing of berried lobsters , this 
has been implemented successfully on the other side of the Atlantic . I note your last email 
about the use of parlour creels to catch velvets . It is misleading. It is not against any law or 
rules to fish for velvet crabs with parlour creels. Escape panels for undersized lobsters or 
brown crabs would however, render any creel useless for catching velvets. I dont see any 
extra mortality of undersized lobsters in my creels which are double eye D creels and 
parlour creels .almost all are thrown back alive. Illegal activity: we all see some illegal 
activity , ie unlicensed fishermen, boats pulling the claws off crabs now that the size has 
been increased slightly, I believe their impact to the fishery is minimal  
red hens are given to lobster hatchery 
Ban all berried hens ,no need to notch 
Having no landing (amount) or creel number restrictions encourages unsustainable fishing 
activity. It also tends to decrease catch per unit effort which places fishers at increased risk 
as they are at sea longer and in marginal weather. Landing berried Hens is quite simply daft 
from a conservation perspective as it puts downward pressure on recruitment to the future 
fishery. Mandatory controls are sadly essential as voluntary ones are vulnerable to bad 
players who then set an example to others by potentially out-competing them: "If they are 
doing it then I can't afford not to". Effective enforcement is vital; without it crucial control 
and management measures can simply be ignored. On my fishing grounds we have illegal 
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unlicensed fishers and licensed fishers flouting the rules. They obviously judge their risk of 
getting caught and the potential consequences as being worth it. 
I believe there should be a limit or controls on parlour creels. In recent years the trend has 
become to work large numbers of parlours and long soak times, often over a week, which 
leads to a lot of fighting/destruction of shellfish in the creels , this is not the case with non 
parlours as they have to be hauled more regularly as shellfish can escape from them more 
easily. If creel limits per vessel are ever considered or brought in, there needs to be a clear 
distinction between large parlour creels (often 48” long ) and small non parlour creels (24”) 
these have very different catching abilities and can not be classed as the same “creel”. 
Restrictions on large parlours would help curb creel numbers in some areas where there are 
vast amount of parlour creels covering huge areas of ground, if these were non parlours 
they would clearly need to be hauled more often, resulting in better catch quality and more 
efficient fishing , which in turn should reduce the number of creels. It would be an easy 
thing to bring in too as if the parlour eye was required to be removed and gear was 
inspected and found to still contain a parlour the gear could be confiscated. I realise there 
would be a lot of opposition for such a move from some Fishermen but I believe this is a 
sensible step in the right direction for a long term sustainable fishery. Cost would not be an 
issue either as parlour eyes could easily be removed from creels. 
not phoned hot line but had heated talks with fishery officer 
Berried Lobsters should be V notched and banned from being landed some guys catch them 
and put them back, and the guy comming behind them catch them and land them. 
The biggest problem is unlicensed boats working more and more creels with little or no 
regard to landing controls. Have yet to see the fishery officers clamp down on them. They go 
straight to the licensed boats who are complying with landing controls. 
Still no question regarding the problems caused by scallop dredgers damaging creels in the 
northeast 
ONE PROBLEM THAT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED IS THE PRACTICE OF A FEW CREELMEN WHO 
REFUSE TO MARK THEIR GEAR CLEARLY WITH A DAHN AT ONE END AND A BHOY AT THE 
OTHER. THIS CAUSES A BIG PROBLEM FOR THE OTHER BOATS TO BE ABLE TO SHOOT THEIR 
GEAR CLEAR OF EACH OTHER QUICKLY WITHOUT STEAMING ABOUT TRYING TO WORK OUT 
WHICH BHOYS ARE AT EACH END OF WHICH LEADER. AN IMPOSSIBLE TASK . 
Creel numbers per boat increasing steadily at Fraserburgh some soaking 4 days 500 per boat 
more than ample to get good living 
There should be a restriction on creel number being used by each boat as the fishing can't 
sustain the amount of creels that are fishing all year round, quotas on numbers. I feel that 
some full time fishermen want everything to themselves, we have all purchased boats and 
licences at a high cost so it shouldn't be about us an them we should all be in the same boat.  
Fitting escape panels ruins the velvet fishery also lets lobsters of legal size escape. There in 
no need for soak times to be limited , this is the equivalent of saying to the pelagic fleet that 
you can’t use the latest equipment & the towing time is limited . Unworked creels should be 
removed to allow other fisheries to work the grounds. It is up to the individual to choose 
how many pots that they work , it should not be mandatory. Conflict situations arise with a 
few skippers who pay no attention to the restricted areas that creel fishermen work , it 
should be mandatory for all vessels to have their AIS switched on at all times. The scallop 
vessels switch of their AIS as soon as leaving peterhead. I personally have lost a leader of 60 
new pots & ropes in the last 2/3 weeks even with reporting my gear positions to the SFf. it 
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Should not be mandatory to v notch berried lobsters. Red berried lobsters should be 
returned.  
I have used escape panels for two years and they make no difference to crab fishing, how 
can there be a limit on soak time depending on weather it might not be possible to haul 
creels for 2 or 3 weeks , why restrict full time fishermen with creel limits when the problem 
only exists in the summer when part Time fishermen flood the sea , local measures are 
discriminatory all areas should have the same rules from marine Scotland , how are marine 
Scotland going to enforce someone on a boat to v notch a lobster is there going to be a 
observer on each boat , yes the big palagic boat have landed hundreds of thousands of black 
fish  
The fishing seems sustainable as it is, but part time fishermen (most who have other jobs) 
have too much say on what full time fishermen do! 
The amount of creels in the St Abbs to Scotland England border is just unbelievable and it is 
my view that unless something is done there won't be a viable lobster crab fisherie within 
5years 
First method of control should be making sure number of boats working should be 
restricted by removing licences not being used and licences being used part time should be 
capped at that 
Parlours should all be banned. 
Un worked equipment while set takes up fishing ground and creates risk to other fishing 
vessels as when fishermen find out of fishing equipment set & not being fished opportunity 
arises to fish equipment over the top of the unfished equipment causing a hazard if the 
vessel returns to operate his unfished equipment. Berried lobsters should be V-notched 
(Mandatory) to preserve the fish stocks, fines or penalties should be implemented to vessels 
landing berried lobsters also shellfish merchants should incur heavy penalty's if caught with 
berried shellfish. Some type of management system should be in place as this would be hard 
to manage or may be banning the landing of female lobster during Aug & Sept would be 
easier. Returning of berried lobsters needs to be mandatory and strictly managed. Vessels 
landing fish illegally should incur heavy penalty's if fishing with no licence or fishing over 
their allowable quota also merchants should be monitored and need to be able to account 
for all the fish on their premises/in their chill & have proof of purchase from what vessel if 
not the merchants should incur heavy penalty's.  
1.Not sure about parlours but when checked regularly there is no difference with retuning 
of undersized shellfish than there is with normal creels.as i haul daily when weather 
permits. 2.Dont think limiting soak times will do much as most inshore boats try to haul 
every day when weather permits. 3.This could help as there is getting more and more creel 
numbers.but there is also the alternative either if leaving creel doors open or using bio 
degradable cords on creel hooks to allow doors to release.my own preference is just to 
move onto none productive ground with doors open and no bait.as taking creels in and out 
again every 3 to 4 weeks is to time consuming and would not be worth the effort. 4.Not to 
sure about this one as it is everyones right to fish if they have a licence when the trouble 
arises is when you have skippers that know the grounds and know what they are doing.and 
you get the novice that thinks he knows what he is doing and has no knowledge of ground 
depth or any hazards then is can become a safety issue. 5.To this one i think it is well 
managed just one or two boats that need reminding mainly things like shooting creels 
across harbour entrances. 6.This one i feel very strongly to yes i think it should be total 
return of berried hens regardless if they are red.i have not retained berried hens for almost 
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20 years but have been v notching for last 5 or 6 years but it that time it is only a few times i 
have piked up a berried hen that has already been notched.i usually take my creels out of 
the sea by November as the lobster catches go down but the percentage of berried hens 
goes up.another factor in the last few years is seeing a higher percentage of undersized 
berried lobsters not many on a daily basis but a few over a season.so to me its a fishery that 
needs looking after.i would also like to see all keep creels or holding pots marked with boats 
name and registration number as i am led to believe it is not required.as any offenders can 
be held to account as this is a natural resource and has to be looked after. 7.Same as last 
question we need to look after a natural resource and heritage. 8.Have heard of it over the 
years with under sized lobsters into black market but not witnessed it.I also have heard the 
same about black fish when the mackerel season is i place but hearing and proving is two 
different things.But i get back to the creel keep markers if named and Registered it would 
make it easier to catch the offenders.  
I think that part time creels fishermen have too much say as they have strenth in numbers 
they are trying to stop us taking our creels in side in the summer! If we didn’t move our 
creels in shore for the lobsters and velvets in the summer months we would not make a 
living as there is no crab or should i say very little crab. A part timer shoots his creels then 
goes to his full time job and you cant get on the ground due to his gear being in the way. 
Also i think if there was tighter measures ie a big fine or something along that lines for 
people that take the undersize lobsters home we would have a sustainable fishing for a long 
time! 
There is only a small fishing fleet where I work. I have a concern that escape hatches will 
allow velvet crab to escape. 
Unlicensed boats landing shellfish and selling Creel limits and all restrictions should be 
everywhere in the sea not just to 6 mile  
New parlours should have escape hatches fitted.Also large creel vessels should not be 
allowed with in say 1000 metres of the coast.They fish all year round while smaller vessels 
are seasonal April to October.This would allow inshore stocks some respite. 
I feel there is a need to cap creel numbers as it is getting ridiculous. Some boats are now 
'fishing' thousands of creels and some ares of the coast are saturated with gear. In my 
humble opinion the East Coast creel fishery is being overfished. Also there needs to be a 
serious clampdown on unregistered boats fishing and landing shellfish. I think it is 
reasonable for an official hobby fishing licence to be brought in and subject to certain 
regulations re reporting landings etc. It is also reasonable to charge for this. I would apply 
restriction re creel number but allow a little more to be landed. All hobby gear to be marked 
as per fully licenced boats 
Escape panels won’t allow velvet crabs to be caught. Size of boat/kw should not be relevant 
to any quota or creel numbers. Part time fishermen should be restricted more so than full 
time fishermen.  
During the years I have been involved in the creel fishery in this area, the number of creels 
on the ground has increased every year.There are now at least 10 times as many creels on 
the ground as there was 20 years ago. Sometimes creels are only hauled once every 5 days. 
Other boats are regularly at sea hauling for 12 hours. The result is that all the fishing 
grounds are now saturated with gear and no ground gets a rest from this hammering. 
Consequently we see the average size of lobsters (in particular) decrease every year.This 
cannot be allowed to continue or the stock will eventually collapse. As a matter of urgency, 
there has to be some form of control in the shape of creel capping. Any other form of 
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restriction (such as historical quotas) is liable to benefit those boats who have contributed 
most to this predicament. 
Soak times could have a threshold on number of total creels worked to factor in the part 
time fisherman. For example if you are fishing 100 or less soak time not applicable. 
However, difficult to manage, poor weather factors, stuck gear etc. More practical and 
effective to have total creel limits. 
I believe that the fishery is self regulating. Any additional measures would need to ensure 
that no part of the sector are discriminated against, and this would be very difficult to 
achieve.. 
Soak times if considered should have a thresold on total creels fished before kicking in to 
factor in the part time fisherman. For example less than 100 creels no soak time limits. Soak 
times would be hard to manage, easier and more effective to have limits on total creel 
numbers. 
We need urgent action in the Arbroath area as the creel numbers within the 6 mile is 
shocking either that or ban all parlours to reduce the soak time . 
I answered no to Q1 as inshore we have good bycatch of velvet crab which would be lost 
with escape hatches! I also said no in Q2/3 with the reason being if creel numbers are 
restricted as in Q4 these questions would be irrelevant as creels are only left too long etc as 
there is no restrictions. Reduce creel numbers,solve ALL problems it's not rocket science!! 
The speed creel numbers are increasing inshore soon it won't be physically possible to work 
the job!! And it's impossible to legally define a 'red' berry 
Capping the amount of creels per boat is a must. 
People fishing without a license for lobsters crabs and velvets. Pleasure vessels / fishing 
charter vessels landing and selling cod and maceral to local fish processors without licenses 
or quotas to do so  
The fishing of illegal creels that are below 60mm mesh size ie prawn parlour creels which 
are being fished from a number of creel boats out of Arbroath. fishery officers aware but 
not acting on this illegal fishing aswell as unlicensed boats fishing creels out of Arbroath and 
selling their catches  
I would say that any creel capping that comes in , should also apply outside the six mile limit 
. If it's not all you will do is increase the effort further offshore. 
Trawling in side the 6 mile should be banned and crab boats over 15m should not be 
allowed to fish in side the 6 mile 
I think that all berried hens should be illegal to land and and that they should be returned to 
the sea. This would remove the requirement to v-notch.  
no one believes there is anyone to enforce the laws of the seas complete change in Marine 
Scotland is needed as they are out of touch with inshore fishing 
Creel numbers should be limited to the number of creels a boat can haul in an outing (every 
day) 
If caught landing undersize lobster there should be no warnings i have already reported a 
fisherman on a number of occasions for landing undersize for the fishery officer to say they 
are allowed to land a % of undersize and no fine will be issued how does that stop them 
landing undersize lobster that surely is not right when we fish along side this fisherman, we 
throw undersize over the side which goes in to his pots and he gets away we landing as 
there's not the man power to check his catch every week totally wrong.  
landing of undersized lobster needsa bigger deterrent with more monitoring . 
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Being a very small fishing community in our area,to report illegal fishing would create local 
war 
More help should be given too the under10 metre for more mackerel quota per month. We 
are restricted on types of fishing due too trawlers towing from less than 1 NM to 6 NM from 
the shore I believe the growing seal population has had an effect on the fish inshore aswell  
Whilst many of theses measures maybe desirable the only really important one and easy 
one to enforce is creel numbers per boat. There are basically to many creels in the sea in 
certain areas such as the East Coat of Scotland probably if everyome was honest from 
Berwick all the way to Wick. The only way to easily regulate this is to restrict every licensed 
fishing boat with a shellfish license to a certain number of creels per boat eg up to 7m -500 
creels 7-10m -800 creels 10m + 1200 creels and you shouldn't be allowed to haul creels 
registered to one boat from another. This model is followed in many parts of the world 
except Scotland as usual we will probably wait till the fishery is destroyed before we do 
anything about it. 
the fitting of escape panels on parlours will kill a velvet fishery  
In Scotland there are two licences, under 10m and over 10m, within 0-6miles both should be 
treated as the same. If creel limitations are introduce within 6miles then both sizes of vessel 
should be allowed to fish the same amount of gear, The over 10m vessel has the 
opportunity to work further out whilst many u10m vessels are limited in where they work 
both by size and the MCA. While not having used either method to report illegal fishing I 
have taken it up in the past with my local fishery office, they attempted to convince the 
illegal vessel owner to obtain a licence which he did after a considerable time, no doubt the 
cost of the licence was covered by the lobsters being landed and sold! On making a 
complaint over the attitude of the senior Fishery Officer that persuasion was better ( and 
probably easier for Marine Scotland )that prosecution and then going to the next level (his 
supervisor) it was clear that Marine Scotland weren't interested in sorting out the problem 
of illegal fishing then and I have seen nothing since then that has changed. The recent 
change to landing one lobster a day is a joke given there are boats working 30-50 creels as 
well as others probably working more and landing far more than allowed with no action 
being seen to be enforced. 
 

end 


